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Abstract
ANGULAR CORRELATION MEASUREMENTSON GAMMA-RAY CASCADES FOLLOWING THERMAL
NEUTRON CAPTURE. An experimental arrangement for angular correlation measurements on gamma-ray
cascades following thermal neutron capture which is operated on-Iine to a computer Is described, All of _
!!!~_~!~~~~tJ:nilnf9J_matiQn._c.an_:-be __accurnula-ted-Si-mu-l-t-aneou-sly-so-rhal-nfeQelermriürtr6Ii-oralarge-nu~ber
ofangular correlations is possfble, Systematic errors arising from the coincident background under the peaks
and from the cornplex structure ofthe capture spectrum can be eliminated either by a. two-dtrnensional spectrum
strIppIng procedure or, with sufficient accuracy, by application of the double-window technique, Practicable
handling of data and comprehensive controls are thus possible, The extensive set of dataobtained allows
theresults and their mutual consistency to be checked,
1. Introduction
Angular correlation measurements are of particular
interest in experimental nuclear physics, because they supply in-
formation on characteristic properties of nuclear statesthat are
necessary for the interpretation of nuclear level schemes and often
constitute the basis for comparison with suggestednuclear models.
Difficulties encountered in angular correlation measurementson y-
ray cascades followingthermal neutron capture may arise mainly from
thelarge number of y rays usually presentin the capturespectra
and thehighbackground coming from Compton ·scattered high-energy
y rays. In many cases, the capture cross sectionsare small and
only small amounts of target material are available, thus re-
quiring long measuring periods. Since the stability of the experi-
mental equipment 1s limited, overly long meas1,l.ringperio<is mayaiso
introduce errors, and one is forced to accumulate as much useful
information as possible in apreset time. Anotherproblem is the
elimination of the coincident background und~rlYipgthe peaks.
This background is the main source of systematic errors in these
measurements.
2. General Aspects
A difficul ty common to all angular correlation' measurement.s
is the fact tha t the resul ts can not always be explained unambiguously.
In general, five unknpwns are involved in a two-step cascade, namely
the s pä.ns of the. ini.tial, intermediate and final levels and the mul ti-
pole mixtures, $, of the two y-transitions. However, only the two co-
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ean be determined. In eq. ( 1 )W(Q) is normalized so that Ao = 1.
Oetupole radiation is assumed to be negligible.
In many eases, the number of unknowns ean be redueed either
by using additional information from other experiments or by suitable
ehoice of the experimental eonditions. In neutron eapture speetra
primary transitions playa special role. If s-wave neutrons are
eaptured in a target nueleus with spin It, the two spin states
I p = I t ~ 1/2 are formed in the produet nueleus. For even target
nuelei one gets the unique eapturing state spin I p = 1/2 and the
spins of lower levels may be determined from the angular eorrelation
of two-step easeades involving primary transitions. If the· spin of the
ground state is known, it is useful to measure the eorrelation of
easeades beginning in the eapturing state and ending in the ground
state and to apply the well known sum eoineidenee teehnique. For such
measurements, however, only easeades with intense primary transitions
ean be used. These transitions are of pure dipole, mostly E1, eharaeter
~1~. Hence, A4 = 0 and only one measurable parameter remains. An
unambiguous spin determination is possible if the final state has a
_narjLt~different from that of the intermediate state and if it ean
be as~~med--from--the-radIatlori.-Tntenai'-creS-th:!<tthe--secondtrans-~t40-n­
also has predominantly dipole eharaeter. With odd spin target nuelei
this method ean be applied if the thermal neutron capture is deter-
mined mainly by a single resonance or by resonanceswith the same
ßpins. But, in general, both possible spin states partieipate in therm~l
neutron eapture. The extent of their eontribution to a eertain primary
transition eannot be stated in advanee, since the resonanee parameters
and the partial radiation widths required for the ealeulation are not
known.aeeurately enough. In the theoretieal expression of the angular
eorrelation another unknown parameter then oeeurs whieh deseribes the
branching cf the intensity of the primary transition between the two
spin states. This preeludes an unambiguous interpretation in many cases.
Therefore, in even preduct nuelei it is often more advantageous to in-
vestigate the angular eorrelation of y rays in easeade with the intense
ground state transitions from the first or seeond exeited 2+ levels.
These transitions have pure quadrupole eharaeter and the remaining two
unknown quantities ean be determined, in primeiple, by the measurement
of one eorrelation. The priee for this advantage is the greater eomplex-
ity of the spectra taken in eoineidenee with low-energy y rays and the
higher background compared to the simpler speetraeeineident with high-
energy primary transitions.
The ambiguity of the information ean also be removed by
the measurement of a larger number of eorrelations, which partially
involve the same levels andtransitions. If, for example, in a
triple easeade (Fig. 1) the spin of the lowest level is known, the
six unknown quantities 11,12,13,01,62,63 canbe determined
from the three angular distributions:
W 1 2( Q)y -y
Wy 2-y3(Q) = W(I 2,I3,I4, &2' 63' Q)




FIG.l. Unknown quantities involved in a trtple cascade,
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The method applied to this simple example can easily beextended
showing that as many cascades as possible should be investigated.
Knowledge of their angular distribution also allows for valuable
checks and permits accurate corrections for perturbing coincidences.
Furthermore, a redundancy of the results is highly desirable in view
of the many possible sources of error. Since the measurementsre-
quire a long time to accumulate meaningfulstatistics, the maximum
number of correlations of interest should be measured in one run.
Thebest wayto fulfil this requirement and overcome the diffi-
culties is to perform a threeparameter experiment with two para-
meters available for the energies of the y rays incascade and one
parameter for the angle defined by the detector positions.
3. Experimental Details
There were some other factors that determined the arrange-
ment ofour equipment in the present form. One of these was the
intention to avoid systematic errors as far as possible and another
one was the need for the investigation of nuclei with small neutron
__captur_e__cT_os_s---_s-ee,_tie_ns_.-_
The setup of the equipment has been described in detail in
earlier work ~2-7. Only the main points will be repeated below. Fig. 2
is a schematic drawing of the arrangement installed at a horizontal
core channel of the Karlsruhe research reactor FR-2.Thermal neutrons
are diffracted from a lead single crystal in order to remove fast








FIG.2. Schematic drawing of experimental arrangement at the Karlsruhe research reactor FR-2.
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the target was viewed by two gain-stabilized L17 scintillationspectro-
meters with 4" dd.a, x 5" long NaH Tl) crysi;als mountedin a plane per-
pendicular- to the neutron beam. one detectorbeing fixed in the verti-
cal direction.Thisdetector can easily.be replacedby a Ge(Li) diode.
The other detector can be rotated around the axis of the beamfor a
range of angles from 600 to 3600 with respect to the stationary de-
tector. To avoid systematic errors due toincorrect adjustment of the
source or of the beam .and forpurposes of control during thesubse-:
quent evaluation ofdata the movable detector is cycled throughthe
angular range of two quadrants. The electronics include convention,al
coincidencecircuits and sum coincidencec:ircuits as well. The usual
fast-slow techn:ique~ appl:ied with an effective time resolutionof 2t=
25 nsec in the fast coincidence stage.
The entire system operates automatically. It is controlled
by a. neutron monitor located in front of thetarget inthe deflected
beam. A preselected number of neutron pulses determinesthe measur:ing
time inone angular position. At theend of the interval the control
counters are punclled out, and the next angular position is set
. -acc-ora1.ng-e-o--th-e-s-e-l~ct-edprogram-. Tr<e -t-y-pi-ca-l-mea-su!'ing--time_in_Qnec
angular position is 30 minutes. Dead times of the equipment, expecially
those ofthe ADC, are taken int.o ac courrt !l.utomatically.
4. Data Acquisition
Recording of data is done with the dual ADC coupled. tothe
Karlsruhe da ta ac.quisitionsystem MIDAS (Multiple Input~ata ~cqui":,
sition ~stem)~4, 5~ -
As shown in Fig. 3, the heart of this system consists of
the coupled CDC 160 A and CDC 8090 computers, processor 1 and 2,
respectively. A disk storage is used for on-line totalizing up to
256 K channels with a length of 21 bits. A total of 68 K channels is
available for theangularcorrelation experiment and three subroutines
are at the disposal of the experimenter. In the first subroutine the
digital pulse height informationis accumulated on thedisk in a
256 x 256 channel matrix without any reduction......henever the angle
between thedetectors is changed,cthe data are read outautomatically
on magnetic tape and the disk area is cleared. Further da ta processing
is carried out on a large off~line computer. Storage in full.reso-
lution allows for application ofa two-dimensional spectru~ stripping
procedure whichhas beeIl, proved to be most suitable for off-line back-
ground elimination ["6J. In most cases, a more directprocessing is
preferred which canbe achievedbyuseof the double window technique
L7J. This method is .not asrigorous,·· but sufficiently accurate re-
sults are obtained faster andmore easily. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
application of the method. In order to systematically correct for the
spectrum coincident wi.th 'background. underlying a peak of interest two
or even three windows are needed. One window is centered on the peak,
while the second andthird win,dows, having in total the same width as
the first one, select pulsesof.slightly higher or lower energy which
might come from Compton scatteringof higher-energy gamma rays or
form interfering transitions (cf.below for more details). As shown
in the figure the contribution~of the individual primary y rays to
the coincidence spectra are clearly separated. For instance, in the
coincidence spectrum with the 6.96 MeV transition none of the lines
which are in coincidence with the strong 7.26 MeV transition appears
while in the singles spectrum the 6.96 MeV transition is only a very
small bump. The technique requires a second MIDAS subroutine which
allows digital windows to be set on the energy axes. The coincident












FIG.3. Simplified block diagram of the data-acqutsition system,
window settings and according to the angles deffned by the detector
positions. At present, a maximum of 32 windows can be set in each
energy directionand 1024 channels are available for each spectrum.
Each section or group of sections of the'disk can be dis-
played on the CRT,dumped on magnetic tape or punched out by manual
interrupt so that a full evaluation of the state of the experiment
is possible at any time. The presence of significant anisotropy is
identified immediately (Fig. 5).
5. Off-line Data Processing
Off-line computer processing of the raw data consists of the
following operations (Fig. 6):
1) Sorting out of faulty data.
2) Gain shift control (Correctionsfor small shifts in gain
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FlG.4. 57Fe(n, y) "Fe coincidence spectra at 90' and 180'. The coincident background is subtracted in each




FIG.5. Angularcorrelation ofthe (848 + 850) - 778 keV cascade frorn 95 Mo (n, Y) 96Mo displayed on CRT.
Nal(Tl)-detector spectra taken at90', 120', 150', 180', 210', 240'and 270'. Digital window setrings
in the spectrurn of the second detector at 850 kev , The relevant part of the ·96Mo decay scherne ls shown,
3) Channel by channel summing up of all coincidence spectra
pertaining to the same angles (not necessary if the data
are totalized on the disk).
4) Normalization of the spectra to the individual counting
rates of.detectors 1 and 2.
5) Subtraction of accidental coinCidences measured separately.
6) Two-dimensional spectrum stripping anddetermination of
intensities, or correction for coincident background by
application of double window technique.
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FIG.6. Schematic diagram . showing the off-line data handhng,
The two-dimensional spectrum stripping procedure requires large
computer programs and relativelylong computing times. It has not
been used for the evaluation of meaningful measurements Up to now.
In order to correct for the coincident background by using
the double window method the background coincident spectra are multi-
plied by appropriate factors and then subtracted from the spectra
coincident with the selected peaks. The main problem of the method
is the determination of these factors. They come to a first approxi-
mation from the window widths. Their exact values must be determined
in a further computing step taking into ac count the individual shape
of the spectrum and the nonlinearity of background. Acheck for the
correctness of this procedure is the disappearance of a line not in
coincidence vith the selected transition. In order toget an estimate
of theerrors introduced by uncertainties in the background spectrum
particularly if there is no other check possible - the subsequent
analysis is done also vith spectra resulting from the application of
different "s ubtraction factors" which follow from an upper and lower
limit of the intensity ofthe background. These limits are determined
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from the spectrum shape. For further processing of the resulting spectra
a computer program ~8~ is employed which allows the analysis of
complex structures. An importantfactor in the analysis is the knowl-
edge of the y-ray energies and their relative intensities wh±ch is
obtained from the singles spectra recorded withGe(Li)-detectors. It
i5 only inthis way that complex peaks inthe NaI-spectra can be de-
composed unambiguously and correct estimates ofthe contributions
of single lines to a measured angular distribution obtained. A meas-
ure of the intensities of the y transitions is the area below the
photopeaks. The calculation of this area with the computer program is
based on the assumptions that the line shapes are Gaussian and the
energy dependence of the background is.a negative exponential function.
The parameters of the approximation function are automatically deter-
mined by the program. Fig. 7 shows, as an example, the analysis of a
doublet in 68Zn• The intensity errors are compounded from the statis-
tical errors of counting, contributions coming from errors in the
goodness of fi~ and the uncertainties in determination of background
underlyingthe measured peaks. In favourable cases the attainable
accll_ra.c:ie_s~a!,e 1:let~een Q.5 % and'l.O%. Äs-cshown iI"~ the ,t';Low di-agram
\Fig. 6) data analysis is supervised by means of plots which are
generated after each critical computer step. These plots are of great
value, particularly forthe intensity analysis since it may happen
that the least squares fitting procedure of unfolding the spectra
might fail to obtain the absolute minimum of ,,2. In this case an
iterative procedure is used to repeat the analysis with varied in-
put parameters for line shapes and background. As usual the inten-
sities are fitted with the angular correlation function Weg) ~eq.(1L7
using the method of least squares ~9~. Since the coincidence
spectra are taken in at least four angular positions, it is possible
to check the goodness of fit by a ,,2-test. If there are indications
of errors beyond the ordinary statistical uncertainties, the errors
associated with the correlation coefficients Ak are increased accord-
ing to the description given by Rose ~9-7. The uncertainty in the
determination of the background is also taken into account. The
correlation coefficents are corrected for the effects of the finite
size of the source and the detectors, and theinteraction processes
of the gamma quanta and of the neutrons in the source, using the
methods of Michaelis ~10-7 and White L-11-7. If there are contri~
butions of interfering lines, e.g. single or double escape peaks of
higher-energy T rays which can neither be resolved by the spectrometers
nor be taken into account by application of the computer programs the
correlation coefficients obtained have to be corrected for these contri-
butions in a final step.
Spins and multipole mixtures are determined from the angular
correlation coefficients by application of well-known analytical and
graphieal methods. For the analysis of correlations with one mixed
transition the method recommended by Coleman ~12~ haa proved to be
most convenient. This method allows the representation of a larger
number of results in one diagram thereby giving a good idea of the
precision of the measurements. The method is also used for the anal-
ysis of correlations with two mixed transitions. With the aid of a
computer and an incremental plotter it is easy to plot the necessary
series of ellipses each of whieh represents the variation of one mix-
ture while the other is fixed at a particular value. In other eases,
a new procedure ~2-7 is applied which is developed from the method
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The equipment was earefully tested for meehanieal asymme-'
tries, e.g. eeeentrieity of the target position and eeeentrieity and
inhomogeneity of the neutron beam. With various y-ray sourees the
change in counting rate at the different angles was in general less
than ± 0.5 %. As a further test, the angular distribution of the
2.38 - 0.84 MeV caseade from the reaction 32S(n,y)33S was investigated.
This cascade goesthrough an intermediate state with spin 1/2 and hence
has an isotropie distribution. The correlation measured with a sample
of 7.13 gof pure sulfur in 11. sample holderof 1.8 cm diameter and
1.9 cm length resulted in values of the eorrected angular correlation
coefficient of A2 = 0.002 : 0,004 and A4 = 0.008 ~ 0.012. Thus, the
distortion of the angular distribution bymeehanieal asymmetries can
generally be regarded as small relative to the other sources of error.
The equipment was tested and the program cheeked in 11. further series
of measurements using 60Co sources of various diameters. The eorre-
lations observedgave the expected results for~the eorrelation fune-
tion which is known to be W(Q) = 1 + 0.102 P2{eosQ) + 0.009 P4(cosQ).
W!t1l._aso.uzoce 0:1'2.6em diameter and 2.7...cll.lengththe eorrelation +
function obtained wasW(Q) = 1 + (0.107 .:. 0.006) P2(eosQ) + (O ..009 -
0.015) P4(cosQ) showing that proper eorrections were applied by the
program.
7. Results
Some of the results obtained from angular eorrelation
measurgments
60n
y-ray eascad1s following thermal neutron eapture in57Fe, 1Ni, 7Zn, 95Mo and 9 Mo are presented in these proceedings
~17 - 20~. From the systematics of even mass nuclei between A = 50
and A = 100 it is expected that the low energy levels of these nuclei
are adequately described by the vibrational model. Recently reported
ahell- model calculations L14 - 16J have also been very successful
in predicting correct level energies. In order to clarify the level
structure, knowledge of the multipole mixtures of the transitions is
of great importance. Therefore, angular correlation measurements are
particularly valuable in this mass region.
Our investigations ~20J on y-ray cascades following thermal
neutron capture in 57Fe have been selected as an example to demon-
strate the efficiency ofthe method. In this case, more than 40 corre-
lations have been measured, 33 of which have been evaluated. An ex-
tensive set of results was obtained which allowed themutually con-
sistent determination of 11. large number of level-spins and multipole
mixtures. Some of the results are shown in Fig. 8 (Part of the decay
scheme relevant to the angular correlation measurements under dis-
cusaion is shown in Fig. 9 ). The upper row in Fig. 8 represents the
analysis of cascades involving 11. primary transition. The capturing
state of 58Fe is an unknown mixture of 0- and 1- states. P is the
parameter indicating the relative contribution (in %) of the spin 0
states to 11. particular primary y ray. The mixture parameterS of the
second member of these cascades is taken as the abscissa; the angular
correlation coefficients are the ordinates. In all cases, the spin of
the final state is 2. It can be concluded from the intensities that
the pr1mary transitions have an E1 character. Therefore, the following
three alternative spin sequences are possible 0 - 1 - 2, 1 - 1 - 2,
and 1 - 2 - 2. The sequence 1 - 0 - 2 was ruled out because of the
nonzero anisotropies observed in these measurements. The middle and
bottom rows of the diagrams refer to cascades with ground state transi-
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FIG.8. 5'Fe (n, y)58Fe angular correlation measurernents, Hatched bands represent the experimental results,
Change in the sign of ö has been taken into account (cf, text),
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as the second member of the cascades in which primary transitions are
involved. With the definition adopted for~~21~ a change in sign of
&is necessary because of the different y-ray order in these cascades.
This has been taken into account by reversing the sign of the abscissa
in the middle and the bottom rows. The observed y-ray intensities and
the neutron orbital momenta known from (d,p) reactions restrict the
possible spin sequences in the low-energy cascades to 1 - 2 - 0 and
2 - 2 - O. The spin 1 assignment of the 2782 keV level and the branch-
ing of the 7262 keV transition between the two capture state spins
i5 determined from the angular correlation of the 7262-2782 keV two-
step cascade to the ground state (Fig. 9). This branching (p = 76:!::14)
and the spin assignment is adopted to determine the multipole mix-
tures of the 1971 keV and the 1107 keV transitions from the 7262-1971
keV and the 7262-1107 keV correlations,respectively. The results ob-
tained are in excellent agreement with the values found from the anal-
ysis of the 1971-810 keV and 1107-1674 keV correlations (Fig. 8a).
It was not possible to determine the branching percentages
of the 6505 keV, the 5493 keV and the 5042 keV transitions (Fig. 8b)
and 8 c) directly through a two-stepcascade tothe gr-ound state. These
branchings were determined from the angular correlation measurements
taking into account the mixture parameter &of the second member of
each cascade and the spin assignments of the intermediate states
which are known from the analysis o~ the low-energy cascades to
the ground state. In this way, for about 70 % of the observed in-
tensity, the contributions of the two capture state spins (0-, 1-)
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